Abstract
Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of novel-view synthesis from a pair of rectified images with specific emphasis on peer-to-peer teleconferencing. With the rise of instant messenging technologies, it is envisaged that the PC will increasingly be used for interactive visual communication. One pressing problem is that any camera used to capture images of one of the participants has to be positioned offset to his or her gaze. This can lead to lack of eye contact and hence undesirable effects on the interaction [4] .
Previously proposed solutions to this problem can be broadly categorized as model-based or image-based. One model-based approach is to use a detailed head model and reproject it into the cyclopean view; whilst this can be successful [10, 11] , it is limited to imaging heads, and would not, for example, deal with a hand in front of the face or whiteboard scribbling. A more general approach therefore is to use low level stereo matching, in some form, and follow with an image based rendering approach (IBR) [1] . The
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Right camera Messenging window Figure 1 : Camera configuration. The basic setup considers two cameras placed on the frame of the computer monitor. The goal of this paper is that of generating high-quality images for virtual cameras placed anywhere near the computer monitor. It will be demonstrated that gaze correction can be achieved by this technique in an efficient and compelling way.
aim is to synthesize a view from a virtual camera that is located roughly where the image of the head will be displayed on the screen for each participant, thus achieving eye contact. The basic setup is illustrated in fig. 1 . In IBR a depth map is combined with an image to produce the new view. However in our approach we use a new min-cost surface projection algorithm for novel view generation that deals with occlusions and hole filling in a direct manner; by avoiding the explicit construction of the scene 3D model.
In order to generate a depth map a dense stereo algorithm is required, a substantial review of which can be found in [8] . According to the evaluation, two of the most powerful approaches use graph cuts [5, 7] and loopy belief propagation [9] but both of these are currently too computationally intensive for real time applications. Furthermore, the evaluation in [8] may not be valid for our purposes as: (i) the range of disparities considered in this paper is much smaller than in our application (0-29 pixels there, whereas we typically consider 0-80 pixel disparities), (ii) we are primarily interested in new view synthesis, thus it does not matter if the disparities are relatively inaccurate in homogeneous image regions, all that matters is that the new view is well synthesized. On the other hand where occlusions occur it is important to estimate them accurately since otherwise artefacts such as "haloing" (a lens-like distortion around foreground objects) become visible. (iii) we consider long video sequences, thus stability of estimation also plays a part: a flickery reconstruction is less desirable than a consistent one.
One of the most computationally efficient algorithms for stereo is Epipolar line Dynamic Programming [6] , referred to as DP. We have implemented DP for dense stereo [3] , (a,c) Input left and right views, respectively; (b) Cyclopean view synthesized by standard dynamic programming [2] . Note that gaze is correct in the cyclopean view. The algorithm runs at near real-time rate, but produces artefacts in the cyclopean image. In this case considerable undesired streaks corrupt the synthesized face. Furthermore, a reconstructed temporal cyclopean sequence shows considerable flicker and also an undesirable "halo" effect around the head.
the use of which has previously been demonstrated for cyclopean view interpolation [2] in video. To obtain computational efficiency, observations consist of single-pixel intensities, and the consequent quality of reconstruction (especially on cluttered backgrounds) is not consistently satisfactory, as fig. 2b shows.
Reconstruction from standard dynamic programming is characterized by two kinds of error: (i) artefacts produced by mismatches (horizontal streaks), and (ii) the "halo" in the regions where the background is visible in only one of the two input views.
This paper sets out to address and solve both kinds of artefacts. There are two parts to our method: the first is generating accurate disparity and occlusion maps. Indeed, as will be seen, accurate labeling of occlusions is necessary to remove the "haloing" effect. The second is representing and using the computed disparities and occlusions to generate a new view. Within the paper we present new contributions in both areas: For the generation of disparities we propose a new type of dynamic programming approach, as path finding through a three-plane graph (as opposed to the traditional single-plane DP), introducing new labels to help the correct identification of occlusions, and altering the cost function employed to favour: (i) correct grouping of occlusions, (ii) formation of occlusions at the boundaries of foreground objects, and (iii) inter scanline consistency. Second, we introduce the elegant geometry of min-cost surface projection as an efficient technique for generating synthetic views from arbitrary virtual cameras directly from the minimum-cost surface obtained during the DP process.
The new algorithm is demonstrated on long sequences of pairs of synchronized stereo videos taken from static cameras, the methods show compelling novel view generation results.
Section 2 describes traditional dynamic programming. Section 3 introduces our improved dense stereo technique. Our view generation approach is described in section 4, and finally, section 5 presents concluding results. 
Traditional dynamic programming
In the interests of clarity this section describes briefly the basic dynamic programming algorithm [3] . Figure 3 shows a plan view of the camera setup. The left and right cameras provide us with the synchronized and rectified input videos. is the focal length and the distance between the two optical centres (baseline). A Cartesian coordinate system is chosen with origin at the mid point between the left and right optical centres. In the remainder of the paper we will refer to cyclopean images as the ones generated by a virtual camera with optical centre in Ç.
Given the configuration in fig. 3 the diagram in fig. 4a represents the cumulative cost matrix for a pair of corresponding scanlines in the two input images [3] .
The cost Å´Ð Öµ of matching a pixel at position Ð along the left scanline and a pixel at position Ö along the right scanline is defined simply as the square difference of pixel intensities (which in our experiment in fig. 2 is normalized between ¼ and ½). Note that, since Ð Ö È (i.e. disparities are always positive), then it is only ever necessary to consider the lower half of the diagram (grey in fig. 4a ). The limiting case Ð Ö corresponds to a point at infinity with consequent zero disparity. It is assumed from here on that any computation is restricted in this fashion.
Apart from a simple initialization step, the elements of the cumulative cost matrix are filled, at each iteration by the following recurrence:
where ´Ð Ö µ indicates the cumulative cost of the path reaching the point´Ð Ö µ in the matrix. This recurrence defines the forward pass of the DP algorithm. Notice that three moves (or labels) are permitted: a horizontal occluded move, a diagonal matched move and a vertical occluded move, respectively. The cost of having an occluded pixel, OccCost is a manually set parameter which depends on the image pair being examined -a value of ¼ ¿ seems to yield the best results on a variety of images. At each iteration the minimum cost between the three possible moves is chosen and a table of backwards links is stored for use in the second part of DP. The backward pass of the algorithm follows the saved links, producing the minimum-cost path ( fig. 4a ) and, thereby the disparity map.
It is important to stress the fact that only three types of move are possible in [3] thus confounding occluded and non-occluded moves. As described later, one of the main contributions of this paper is that of expanding the set of permitted moves for a correct detection and classification of the occlusion events.
Our improved DP algorithm
This section describes the proposed matching algorithm. Our improved DP technique produces better occlusion classification and improved disparity maps which, in turn, yield the removal of rendering artefacts in the synthesized virtual images.
Computing matching costs. In order to aid inter-scanline consistency the matching cost Å´Ð Ö µ is calculated for every pair of pixels along corresponding epipolar lines with a windowed normalised cross-correlation: Å´Ð Ö µ ´½ Å ¼´Ð Ö µµ ¾ where
Taller neighborhood windows (e.g. ¿ ¢ ) help incorporate inter-scanline information better than square windows.
Computing the costs Å´Ð Ö µ can be performed efficiently by expansion of the above equation and keeping track of sums from one pair of epipolar lines to the next.
Filtering the matching costs. The use of windows for the computation of the Å´Ð Ö µ costs helps to reduce artefacts in the final disparity and occlusion maps but it is not sufficient for the complete removal of the artefacts. Therefore, in order to obtain cleaner disparity and occlusion maps we first take all the matrices of Å´Ð Ö µ costs associated to each pair of scanlines (note: not the cumulative cost matrices), stack them up together to create a 3D cost space ( fig. 5a ), and then apply a two-dimensional Gaussian smoothing filter (parallel to the virtual image plane) to the 3D cost space. The axis of the Gaussian kernel orthogonal to the left and right scanline axes (denoted in fig. 5b ) is responsible for enforcing inter-scanline consistency of the costs and the orthogonal axis (denoted ¼ in fig. 5b ) produces additional smoothing of sharp corners in the occlusion map.
The output of this process is the new set of Å´Ð Ö µ costs used as input to our improved DP algorithm, described below.
The five-move model. A major drawback to the standard DP approach is that slanted surfaces (e.g. non frontoparallel walls and table tops) in space must be approximated by a combination of diagonal (matched) and horizontal or vertical (occluded) moves. In such a case the occluded moves do not correspond to real occlusions and therefore, in order to disambiguate between "approximating" occluded moves and real occlusions we augment the basic 3-move model by adding a further pair of horizontal and vertical matched moves, thus defining a 5-label (a.k.a. 5-move) model. The new model is illustrated in the diagram in fig. 6 (to be compared with fig. 4b ).
This improved model produces more consistent classification of occluded and matched pixels. In fact, slanted surfaces are correctly approximated by sequences of matched moves only, and "real" occlusion labels are correctly assigned to pixels visible only in one of the two input views. The three-plane graph for DP. Furthermore, in order to bias towards runs of identical moves we introduce a further extension of the basic DP technique by defining the DP algorithm on three planes of cumulative cost matrices (as opposed to the single plane in [2] ): a left-occluded plane Ä , a matched plane Å, and a right-occluded plane Ê (see fig 7a) .
As illustrated in fig 7a in this new model a total of thirteen moves are permitted.
The improved three-plane graph is the basis of our new algorithm for recovering the disparity map. The main advantage of the new model is that it allows us to alter the individual costs of each type of move, independently. For example, biasing the penalty costs against inter-plane moves would tend to keep runs of occluded or non-occluded pixels together, thus reducing most of the inaccuracies in the reconstructed occlusions and disparities. Also, physically impossible moves such as the direct transition between left and right occlusions are prohibited simply by removing certain transitions from the set of allowed ones in the three-plane graph (in fig 7 the top and bottom planes are never directly linked).
At present, the cost ´ µ of a generic transition between two planes and is manually set, as described below, but further investigation about a possible probabilistic framework is necessary. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that ´ µ is symmetric 1 , i.e. ´ µ ´ µ and also that any move involving the left occluded plane has the same cost as a corresponding move involving the right occluded plane. This reduces the total number of penalty parameters to three, and then by setting ´Å Åµ to zero in the matched plane we end up with only two parameters: « being the cost of a move within an occluded plane, and ¬ being the cost of a move between different planes (fig 7b) .
In this new framework the matrices of cumulative costs Ä , Å and Ê (one for each plane in the graph) are ini- tialised to ½ everywhere except in the right occluded plane, where:
and then the forward step of the dynamic programming proceeds as follows:
where Å´Ð Öµ is the filtered cost (as described previously) of matching the Ð Ø pixel in the left scanline with the Ö Ø pixel in the right scanline.
The parameters are chosen as follows: « is set to ½ ¾, a value chosen such that most good matching costs Å´Ð Öµ are less than this. The parameter ¬ is set to ½ ¼ -a value too low produces spurious isolated matched pixels within occluded regions, with consequent artefacts; while a value too high results in the minimum-cost path rarely leaving the matched plane. Example result from improved DP. Figure 8 demonstrates two concepts: i) our improved DP algorithm correctly labels occluded pixels and distinguishes them from horizontal and vertical matched moves; and ii) solid occluded areas are reliably detected around the head. In fig. 8d the large left and right occluded areas appear cleaner and solid (no spurious matched pixels within). Furthermore, slanted surfaces such as the walls and the face are modeled by sequences of diagonal, vertical and horizontal matched moves (not shown in the figure, for lack of space).
We have found that smoothing of the costs considerably improves the results of the dynamic programming, and enables the window size of the cross-correlation matching function to be reduced considerably (without reducing the quality of the results) for potentially faster execution speeds. A ¿¢¿ window has been found to work consistently well. Much poorer results are obtained from smoothing the estimated disparity maps.
Shiftable windows [8] were also tried here but did not appear to have a large effect; probably due to the small window sizes in use (¿ ¢ ¿).
Generating the cyclopean view. The synthesis of the cyclopean (central) view can be done for each scanline by simply taking a point Ô (fig. 9a ) on the minimum cost path, taking the colours of the corresponding pixels Ô Ð and Ô Ö in the left and right scanlines, averaging them and projecting the newly obtained pixel orthogonally to the virtual image plane into the virtual image point Ô Ú . In order to fill the occluded regions, a fronto-parallel assumption is used, i.e. the background is continued at the same depth (dashed lines in fig. 9b ). Here, for a left occlusion, the pixel values are taken only from the right image and vice-versa. The disparity value is set accordingly.
The fronto-parallel approximation does not work well if the occlusion regions present isolated matched pixels and therefore, obtaining solid and reliable occlusion regions is of paramount importance. As shown, the use of the proposed thirteen-move, three-plane algorithm with the extra cost-smoothing step produce extremely solid occlusion regions ( fig. 8d ) and, consequently, visually convincing background propagation into the occlusion regions.
Temporal occlusion filling. Despite the progress obtained in the synthesis of cyclopean views from a stereo pair of still images, when the same algorithm is applied to a sequence of stereo images then small temporal artefacts become visible (e.g. flickering).
To avoid this problem we proceed with a temporal construction of a model of the background that allows us to fill in the regions of missing information at a given time with pixel values which may have been available in previous time instances.
In order to do so the accurately estimated disparity surface is first segmented into foreground and background for each frame by employing the following algorithm: along each scanline in the disparity surface, for each run of occlusions, the disparity at the highest disparity end of the run is histogrammed. The valley in the resulting bi-modal histogram defines the disparity threshold. This is in line with the assumption that almost all runs of occlusions will occur to either side of the head and so the histogram will have a sharp peak where the foreground starts. This turns out to be the case for a large number of sequences and so a foreground threshold disparity can be automatically set. Figure 8d shows also the results of the segmentation (foreground in white and background in black).
Given the segmented foreground and background, new options become available, e.g. to replace the background entirely with a chosen photograph or video, or to dynamically update the background model for use in filling occluded areas in successive frames. The latter is especially useful in the next section which introduces the three-dimensional motion of the virtual camera. In fact, for example, as the virtual camera centre moves away from the baseline of the two input cameras less information is available from individual frames in the occluded regions and temporally acquired information becomes extremely useful.
In the second step of the algorithm a background model is constructed and updated at each time instance. The background model is made of three elements: its disparity map in cyclopean coordinates, and the corresponding left and right images Á Ð and Á Ö , respectively. At each time instance Ø the background model is updated by the following rule:
where Ô is a pixel whose disparity ´Ôµ falls below the The update rule (6) applies to all the pixels which belong to the background and are visible, and does not apply to occluded pixels.
The presence of the decay factor (we use ¼ ) in the update rule (6) has the desired effect of temporal smoothing of the output visual data, with the consequent reduction of pixel flicker (instability). This leads to an improved temporal consistency in the reconstructed occluded regions. Figure 10 illustrates the results of the temporal background filling algorithm.
Simulating the 3D motion of the virtual camera
This section describes a novel, compact technique for rendering virtual views directly from the estimated minimumcost surface, thus negating the need to construct an explicit 3D model of the scene. Figure 11 shows a plan view of the system with the optical centre of the virtual camera being placed in Ç Ú . A 3D scene point È is projected on the left and right images into the points Ô Ð ´Ü Ð Ý Ð µ and Ô Ö ´Ü Ö Ý Ö µ respectively. Also, È is projected on the cyclopean camera (with optical centre in Ç Ç) in the point Ô ´Ü Ý µ (not shown in the figure) and on the virtual camera (with optical centre Ç Ú in generic position) in the point Ô Ú ´Ü Ú Ý Ú µ . The disparity between the corresponding left and right image points is easily computed as
In the cyclopean camera, by triangle similarity we can compute 
By substituting (7) and (8) into (9) we obtain:
½ ÌÞ ´ µ which, together with the analogous equation for the Ý Ú coordinate, can be rewritten in homogeneous coordinates as:
Equation (10) represents a projection of 3D points into a plane. It can be proven that (10) corresponds to projecting points of the disparity surface into the corresponding points on the plane of the virtual image (up to a scale, diagonal matrix) as illustrated in fig. 12a . Notice that for Ì Þ ¼ the transformation (10) is a parallel projection (É is at infinity). This, in turn means that sidewise (in the direction) and up/down (in the direction) motion of the virtual camera can be simulated by simple projection of points of the min-cost surface onto the virtual image plane via parallel rays.
The inwards/outwards translation of the virtual camera In order to produce high quality output images inverse mapping and bilinear interpolation techniques are used.
Results
Generating cyclopean views from still image pairs. Figure 13 shows an example where the input left and right images of fig. 2 have been used to generate the cyclopean view via our algorithm. Notice that the spatial artefacts (streaks in fig. 2b ) have been considerably reduced. In the central image the gaze has been corrected. Figure 14 shows an example of translating the virtual camera towards and away from the viewed scene. This is different from simple zooming or cropping of the output image. In fact, parallax effect may be noticed in the boundary between the head and the background, thus providing the correct threedimensional feeling. Cyclopean view generation in long sequences. Finally fig. 16 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for reconstructing cyclopean views of extended temporal sequences. Notice that most of the spatial and temporal artefacts are removed.
3D translation of the virtual camera.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an efficient algorithm for the synthesis and geometric manipulation of high-quality virtual images from a pair of synchronized stereo sequences with large disparities (¼ ¼ pixels). In this paper we have focused on one-to-one teleconferencing applications but the techniques described are more general and can be employed in other applications requiring novel view generation and dense stereo.
The newly proposed three-layer graph for dynamic programming, the anisotropic cost filtering and the temporal background model building have been demonstrated effective in the synthesis of novel views with a virtual camera placed in a generic location.
With the current unoptimized implementation these results have been produced at a rate of about a frame every ¾ sec (on ¿¾¼ ¢ ¾ ¼ images, on a ¾ Þ Pentium).
Finally, for the future development of the work presented in this paper, thorough experimentation with different camera layouts, code optimization for real-time synthesis, and the generation of standard test sequences for evaluation of the algorithm will be necessary.
